Turkey - ISA Country Report

Description: This report contains detailed forecasts and analysis for Turkey, including trade and investment analysis, economic forecasts, political risk assessments and demographic trend analysis. Each Country Report contains detailed economic data and forecasts, analysis of trade and investment opportunities and coverage of the key political issues facing the country. Moreover, each Country Report is easy to integrate into reports, presentations and newsletters.
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4. Key Political Parties
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6. Outlook for the Next Election
7. Key Political Issue
8. Relations with Neighboring Countries
9. Potential Conflicts
10. Economic Overview and International Economic Comparisons
11. GDP Growth Rates (2005-2020)
15. Labor Force
17. Foreign Investment Climate
18. Key Industries
19. Key Economic Issues
21. Population Characteristics
22. Largest Cities
23. Environmental Outlook
24. Key Environmental Issues
25. Risk Outlook (2016-2030)
26. Key Forecast Changes
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